
Pis'ma v ZhETF, vol. 96, iss. 7, pp. 484 { 491 c 2012 October 10Giant Rashba-type spin splitting at polar surfaces of BiTeIS.V. Eremeev+�1), I. A.Nechaev��, E.V.Chulkov�r+Institute of Strength Physics and Materials Science SB RAS, 634021 Tomsk, Russia�Tomsk State University, 634050 Tomsk, Russia�Donostia International Physics Center, 20018 San Sebasti�an, Basque Country, SpainrDepartamento de Fisica de Materiales UPV/EHU, 20080 San Sebasti�an, Basque Country, SpainSubmitted 1 August 2012On the basis of relativistic ab-initio calculations, we show that both Te- and I-terminated surfaces of the po-lar layered semiconductor BiTeI hold surface states with a giant Rashba-type spin splitting. The Te-terminatedsurface state has nearly isotropic free-electron-like dispersion with a positive e�ective mass, which along withthe giant spin splitting makes BiTeI ful�lling the requirements demanded by many semiconductor-spintronicsapplications. The I-terminated surface state with its negative e�ective-mass dispersion reproduces nicely thesituation with the Rashba-split surface state on surfaces of noble-metal based surface alloys. The crucial ad-vantage of BiTeI as compared with the surface alloys is the location of the I-terminated surface state in a quitewide band gap.Nowadays, there is a growing demand for real mate-rials that in addition to their ease of processing exhibita giant spin-orbit Rashba-type spin splitting of a free-electron-like surface state at a semiconductor surface.Such a demand is caused by the fact that these materi-als can provide a basis for many theoretically proposedspintronics devices. Actually, in a two-dimensional (2D)electron system formed by surface-state electrons theRashba spin splitting [1] gives an opportunity of con-trollable spin manipulation via an applied electric �eld[2{4]. At that large magnitude of the splitting and highcarrier mobility caused by a metallic-like surface-statedispersion make a surface spin signal detectable even atroom temperature.The well-known conventional semiconductor struc-tures [4{6] possess 2D electron systems that are char-acterized by an essentially small spin splitting due toweak spin-orbit interaction (SOI). Signi�cantly greaterspin splitting of 2D electron states has been found ina system formed by surface-state electrons in Bi andnoble-metal-based Bi-surface alloys [7{11]. However, inthis case one deals with a metallic substrate that pre-vents tuning of the spin splitting by external electric �eldand introduces the large bulk current into a surface spinsignal. This fact has inspired a renewed interest in semi-conductors with strong spin-orbit interaction. In orderto advance in the search of a semiconductor-based 2Dsystem with large spin-splitting and ease of processing,we consider surface electronic structure of BiTeI. Ourinterest in this material has been triggered by recently1)e-mail: eremeev@ispms.tsc.ru

published results on spin- and angle-resolved photoemis-sion spectroscopy (ARPES) measurements, which haverevealed a giant Rashba-type [12, 13] spin splitting ofbulk states in this polar semiconductor.In this paper, we present a theoretical ab initio studyof Te- and I-terminated (0001) surfaces of BiTeI, whichdue to the pronounced three-layered (TL) crystal struc-ture can naturally appear under cleavage. We show thatat both surfaces, Te- and I-terminated, the spin-orbit-split surface states emerge by splitting o� from the bulkconduction or valence band. These states inherit theirRashba-type spin splitting and spin structure from therespective bulk states.For structural optimization and electronic band cal-culations, we employed density functional theory (DFT)with the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) [14]for the exchange-correlation (XC) potential as imple-mented in VASP [15, 16]. The interaction between theion cores and valence electrons was described by theprojector augmented-wave method [17, 18]. The Hamil-tonian contained the scalar relativistic corrections, andthe spin-orbit coupling was taken into account by thesecond variation method [19].The polar layered semiconductor BiTeI has a hexag-onal crystal structure (space group P3m1) [20] (Fig. 1a),formed by Bi, Te, and I layers stacked along the c-axis.This semiconductor is characterized by ionic bondingand the mentioned TL structure, where the distance be-tween TLs is about one and a half times greater thanthose within the Te-Bi-I TL.In Fig. 1c, we show the calculated bulk band struc-ture. The obtained electronic bands are in good agree-484 �¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 96 ¢»¯. 7 { 8 2012
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Fig. 1. (Color on-line) Atomic crystal structure (a), Brillouin zone (b), and bulk BiTeI electronic structure calculated alonghigh symmetry directions of the Brillouin zone. Constant energy contours for conduction (d) and valence (e) bands in thevicinity of the A point at 250 meV above (d) and at 80 meV below (e) the band degeneracy point. In panels (d) and (e)arrows show spin directionsment with FLAPW calculations [12, 21, 22]. As isclearly seen in the �gure, both the conduction band min-imum (CBM) and the valence band maximum (VBM)demonstrate giant Rashba-type spin splitting in 2D(kx; ky)-planes perpendicular to the ��A direction. Todescribe this splitting in the Rashba-model terms, wewould remind that SOI shifts opposite spin polarized2D electron bands by the momentum kR in oppositedirections. The resulting splitting is characterized bythe energy ER and coupling parameter �R = 2ER=kR.In the vicinity of the A point, where one can �nd thebiggest spin spitting, kR � �0:055�A�1 for the CBMand kR � �0:060�A�1 for the VBM. The values of thecoupling parameter �R for the CBM in the AH and AL

directions are 5.26 and 5.33 eV��A�1, respectively. Our�R for the CBM is slightly larger than that obtained inRefs. [12, 21]. We attribute it mainly to the larger ER.The values of �R for the VBM are larger than those forthe CBM. They are 6.08 and 6.55 eV��A�1 for the AHand AL directions, respectively.The constant energy contours (CEC) (shown inFig. 1d) demonstrate a circular shape for the innerbranch and a hexagonal shape for the outer branch of thespin-split conduction band. The deviation of the outer-branch CEC from the circular shape is accompanied bythe sizeable out-of-plane spin component Sz, while forthe circular inner branch Sz component is signi�cantlysmaller. This feature is in agreement with the calcu-�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 96 ¢»¯. 7 { 8 2012



486 S.V. Eremeev, I. A.Nechaev, E.V.Chulkovlated CEC for the conduction band given in Ref. [12].The CEC for the valence band (Fig. 1e) shows a morewarped shape for the outer branch, which is accompa-nied by the larger out-of-plane spin component. In con-trast to the non-zero in-plane spin component that ap-pears due to the potential gradient in z-direction, theout-of-plane component is caused by an in-plane poten-tial gradient (see, e.g., Refs. [8] and [23]). At that, thelarger the in-plane gradient that corresponds to the statelocalization, the stronger the anisotropy of the respectiveenergy dispersion we have. In spite of the marked di�er-ence, the Rashba-split valence band has the same spinhelicity as the conduction band, i.e. clockwise spin ro-tation in the outer branch and counter-clockwise one inthe inner branch.The surface of BiTeI formed under cleavage can havetwo possible terminations: Te- or I-layer. To simu-late semi-in�nite BiTeI(0001) with Te-terminated sur-face, we consider a 8 TL slab with iodine side passivatedby hydrogen monolayer. The electronic band spectrumof this slab is shown in Fig. 2a, where the size of the blackand light gray circles is proportional to weights of thestates localized on Te- and H-I-side of the slab, respec-tively. As seen in the �gure, at the Te-terminated sur-face the spin-orbit-split surface state arises in the energygap just below the conduction band. The charge den-sity of this surface-state is localized in the two topmostTLs (Fig. 2b) and has the spin-splitting characterized by�R � 3:5 eV��A which is two times larger than that re-cently reported for the surface state in BiTeCl [22].The emergence of the surface state can be understoodfrom analysis of changes of the near-surface potential.The break of translational symmetry along the c-axis inthe strong ionic system leads to considerable modi�ca-tion of the electrostatic potential near the surface. InFig. 2c, the change �V of the local potential averagedover (xy)-plane with respect to that in the central partof the slab is shown as a function of z. The positionof z = 0 corresponds to the plane of the topmost Teatomic layer. The pronounced TL structure of the com-pound produces stepwise behaviour of �V . The largestdecrease of the potential is in the outermost TL, whilein the third TL it becomes negligible. This change inthe potential in the vicinity of the surface reects trap-ping of electrons of the outermost TL, which splits o�the spin-split state from the bulk conduction band andnoticeably increases its e�ective mass. The found mod-i�cations of the potential within the outermost TL alsolead to decrease of the strength �R.It was experimentally shown that in BiTeI the CECshave circular shape for both inner and outer branchesat the Fermi level, which lies at 0.29 eV above the band

bottom. Fig. 2d shows that the calculated CECs for thesurface state at the same energy are in good agrementwith the experimental data. It should be noted thatthe outer-branch CEC, being hexagonal in the case ofthe bulk CBM (see Fig. 1d), becomes circular-like forthe surface state that splits o� from the bulk conductionband. It reects a decrease of the in-plane potential gra-dient in the topmost TL as compared with that in thebulk BiTeI. As to the in-plane spin helicity of the sur-face state, the in-plane spin texture is inherited from thebulk conduction band. The expectation value of the out-of-plane spin component Sz is zero along �� � �M owingto symmetry constrains, and it has maximal value along��� �K at any chosen energy. In Fig. 2e we show absolutevalue of the Sz as a function of k�K for the inner and outerbranches of the spin-split surface state. As one can see,for small k�K, i.e. below the bulk conduction band mini-mum, jSzj is negligibly small and thus, the surface stateis completely in-plane spin polarized. With increasingk�K, jSzj for the outer branch increases smoothly andalready at k�K � 0:3 �A�1 gets some \saturation", where-upon jSz j remains practically unchanged. For the innerbranch, jSzj demonstrates more complicated behavior.The reason for this behavior may be due to the fact thatjust above the degeneracy point the inner branch en-ters the bulk states region. As was shown [24, 25], thespin split bulk continuum states demonstrate beating ofthe spin density near the surface. The hybridization ofthe inner branch of the surface state with the spin-splitbulk states may cause the surface state acquiring such abeating.As seen in Fig. 2a, within a wide energy interval thecalculated surface-state dispersion can be �tted prop-erly to the Rashba-model spin-orbit-split 2D electronstate. It is worth noting that the resulting model dis-persion, in turn, is in good agreement with the ARPESmeasurements of Ref. [12], as is demonstrated in Fig. 3a.This fact allows us to go further than merely describingthe DFT results. Actually, with the use of the G0W0scheme of Ref. [26] based on the Rashba model (see alsoRefs. [22, 27]), we can gain an insight into quasiparticledynamics at the Te-terminated surface of BiTeI. We sup-pose that we deal with the 2D Rashba-spin-orbit coupledelectron gas with m� = 0:1489me and �R = 3:5 eV��A,which is immersed in the mediumwith the dielectric con-stant "1 = 19�2 [?] of the bulk BiTeI. We consider twovalues of the 2D charge density, which correspond to twolocations of the Fermi level shown in Fig. 3a. Since theFermi level can be tuned by, e.g., doping or electric �eld,the considered locations can be realized in practice.In Fig. 3b, the quasiparticle lifetime and decay ratecaused by inelastic electron-electron scattering in the�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 96 ¢»¯. 7 { 8 2012
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Fig. 2. (Color on-line) Electronic structure of Te-terminated BiTeI(0001). (a) { Band structure of a 8TL slab with hydrogenon the I-terminated side (the black (gray) bands are states from the outermost TL of the Te(H)-terminated side of the slab,shaded area is the bulk states, red curves are parabolic Rashba-model �tting, zero energy corresponds to the middle of thebulk gap). (b) { Spatial distribution of the ��-surface-state charge density in the (11�20) plane. (c) { The change of the potentialin near-surface layers with respect to that in central layers (horizontal lines show position of atomic layers). (d) { Constantenergy contours for Rashba split surface states at energy of 0.29 eV above the band bottom. Arrows show the in-plane spindirections, crosses are experimental data taken from Ref. [12]. (e) { Out-of-plane spin component Sz traced along the ��� �Kdirectionmentioned 2D electron gas are presented for the Fermilevel located above the energyE0 that corresponds to thebranch-crossing point at kjj = 0. First, we would like to note that the quasiparticle lieftime � is mainly withintime domain of a few picoseconds. There is a slight dif-ference between � for the inner and the outer branch,�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 96 ¢»¯. 7 { 8 2012
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Fig. 3. (Color on-line) Surface-state quasiparticle dynamics at the Te-terminated surface of BiTeI. (a) { The parabolic Rashba-model �tting. Crosses are experimental data of Ref. [12]. Dashed horizontal lines indicate two Fermi energies (EaF = 50meVand EbF = �60meV as measured from the degeneracy point E0). (b) { The inelastic quasiparticle lifetime � and decay rate� (see the inset) for the inner (dashed lines) and the outer (solid lines) branch in the EaF case. Dash-dot-dotted lines show �and � without the plasmon decay-channel contribution at energies less than E0. (d) { Polar plot of the contribution Ixy tothe spin current at the Fermi momenta kF as a function of the angle ' (' = 0 corresponds to the kx direction). In the EaFcase, the inner and the outer branches are presented by dashed and solid lines, respectively. The EbF case is characterizedby two loops of the outer branch for the smaller (dash-dotted line) and the bigger (dotted line) Fermi momentum. (d) { Thesame as in panel (b), but in the EbF casewhich along with equal velocities for both branches ata given energy leads to respective di�erence in the in-elastic mean free path. Second, below E0, where onlyouter branch exists, one can see a loop with a humpthat is caused by opening the plasmon-emission chan-nel for holes (see the inset in Fig. 3b). This plasmon-related feature may disappear, when the bulk conductionband in the considered excitation-energy region will beinvolved in screening-property calculations.Within the Rashba-model, we can also estimate thespin current in the 2D electron system formed by Te-terminated surface-state electrons. According to the de-�nition of Ref. [29], which has been reproduced withinmore general consideration of Ref. [30], the spin cur-rent tensor Jij = Ps R dkfskIsij(k)=(2�)2 is obtainedby summation of the contribution Isij(k) = h skj�ivj ++ vj�ij ski=2 over all occupied states  sk of the inner(s = +) and the outer (s = �) branch. Here, �i and fskare the Pauli matrices and the Fermi distribution func-tion, respectively, and vj are components of the operatorof the velocity. In our case, the tensor is antisymmetric

with nonzero components Jxy = �Jyx. The contribu-tions Isxy(ksF; �) coming from the states at the Fermi en-ergy EaF are shown in Fig. 3c. As one can see, along they-axis (' = 90�) there is a compensation of the contribu-tions from di�erent branches, whereas with ' swingingfrom the y-axis a sum of the contributions can lead to netmacroscopic spin current. For the system under study,the resulting spin current Jxy can exceed its value in,e.g., InAs-based semiconductor quantum wells by aboutfour orders of magnitude.Due to the revealed giant spin-splitting of the sur-face state, a situation with the Fermi level that lies inthe energy region, where only the outer branch is pop-ulated, becomes feasible in practice. Fig. 3d reectsbehaviour of � and � in such a situation. In the en-ergy region that does not contain bulk-projected states(EbF�60 meV) and, therefore, corresponds to a more ac-curate description of quasiparticle dynamics within theRashba-model-based G0W0 scheme, hole and electronexcitations behave similar to the excitations in an ordi-nary 2D electron gas without the SOI. However, there�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 96 ¢»¯. 7 { 8 2012
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Fig. 4. (Color on-line) Electronic structure of I-terminated BiTeI(0001). (a) { Band structure of a 8TL slab (the black bandsare states from outermost TL of the I-terminated side of the slab). (b) { Spatial distribution of the �� surface-state chargedensity in the (11�20) plane. (c) { The change of the potential in near-surface layers with respect to that in central layers.(d) { CECs for the VB Rashba-split surface states at energies of 80meV below (solid lines) and above (dashed lines) thedegeneracy point. Arrows show the in-plane spin directions. (e) { Out-of-plane spin component Sz traced along the �� � �Klineis an important distinction that consists in the fact thathere at a given direction of k carriers with only one spinorientation exist. Above the E0 energy, the shown be-havior of the lifetime is mainly driven by a contribution of the plasmon-decay channel that is unlikely to be ob-served, since, as was already mentioned, taking the bulkstates into account can change screening properties ofthe considered system. As to the spin current, it still�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 96 ¢»¯. 7 { 8 2012



490 S.V. Eremeev, I. A.Nechaev, E.V.Chulkovcan arise (see Fig. 3c), but the value becomes slightlysmaller than in the EaF case.Now we consider the I-terminated surface. It is sim-ulated by 8 TL slab with passivated opposite side of theslab (here we use uorine to passivate the Te-terminatedsurface). In contrast to the Te-terminated surface, onthe I-terminated BiTeI(0001) surface a hole-like spin-split surface state resides in the bulk gap (Fig. 4a). Thisstate is localized in the three upper TL's near the BZcenter (Fig. 4b) while at kjj � kR it becomes strongly lo-calized in the outermost TL. The surface state is formedowing to the positive bending of the potential near thesurface (see Fig. 4c). The magnitude of the �V is largerthan that on the Te-terminated surface. Such a �V pro-vides larger split o� of the valence band edge, so bothbranches of the surface state lie in the band gap (exceptfor a small overlap of the inner branch with bulk statesat k�K � 0:07�A�1). The CECs given for �80 meV be-low and above the degeneracy point in Fig. 4d show lesspronounced anisotropy of the surface state with respectto kjj than it is for the bulk valence state. As in theprevious case, jSzj increases at small k�K but drops tozero at 0.42�A�1, where the inner and outer branchesare swapped. This feature is inherited from the inter-section of the upper bulk valence bands in the middle ofA�H direction (see Fig. 1c).The spin-splitting of the I-terminated surface state ischaracterized by kR = 0:087 and 0.082�A�1 in ��� �K and�� � �M direction, respectively, and ER equal to 0.20 eV(��� �K) and 0.19 eV (��� �M). This characteristics yield�R � 4:6 eV��A�1, which signi�cantly exceeds �R at theTe-terminated surface and is 30{40 times larger than thecurrently known Rashba parameters in 2D electron sys-tems of the traditional semiconductor structures. How-ever, at the same time the obtained dispersion of thesurface state cannot be adequately �tted to the Rashbamodel. As a consequence, in this case quasiparticle dy-namics cannot be properly described within the G0W0scheme used above. Nevertheless, the I-terminated sur-face electronic structure resembles that for the surfacealloys with one crucial advantage: the present surfacestate resides in the wide bulk band gap.In conclusion, we have shown that BiTeI polar sur-faces possess surface states, which demonstrate the giantRashba-type spin splitting. This splitting is inheritedfrom that of the bulk bandgap edge states. The surfacestates emerge by splitting o� from the lowest conduction(at the Te-terminated surface) or the uppermost valence(at the I-terminated surface) band, owing to the poten-tial bending within the near-surface layers.The Te-terminated surface state is an isotropic, thedispersion and the spin splitting of which can be well de-
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